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Having a will and effective estate plans in place is one of the most important things you can implement for yourself
and your family. However, many people give little consideration to structuring their estate plans in a proper manner.
This may be for a variety of reasons, including being busy with other matters, finding it overly complicated or not
willing to engage in professional advice. For those looking at tidying up this aspect of their situation early in 2022, we
explore what’s involved in conducting an estate planning process.
Being prepared for the worst allows you to leave behind an understanding of the wishes you have for assets and
belongings. But estate planning is more than simply putting a will in place. This is where creating an estate plan may
involve a number of professional advisers to ensure the right outcomes are achieved and all aspects are thoughtfully
considered. Estate planning may deal with complex issues and therefore requires the expertise of multiple experts
(i.e. accountants, lawyers and financial advisers).
Who gets the assets?

When will they get them?

How will they be received?

•

Estate verses non-estate assets

•

Control of distribution

•

Regular income

•

Protection of assets

•

Taxation consequences

•

Single capital payment

•

Nominations

The steps and issues to consider in the process can include the below.
1.

Identify your key objectives, legacy and estate wishes. This may entail determining the appropriateness of any
early inheritances and acknowledging any concerns of note that require addressing.

2.

Understand who may require support in the future and at what time/s.

3.

Identify and take into account debts owed.

4.

Begin developing an estate plan which will also consider the ownership structure of assets. Unlike estate assets,
it is important to understand that joint assets, superannuation benefits, life insurance and company and trust
structures are not automatically dealt with via the will.

5.

Review objectives with respect to Enduring Powers of Attorney, Enduring Powers of Guardianship and Advance
Health Directives. These documents are designed for financial, lifestyle and medical decisions where you would
not otherwise have control and ability to act.

6.

Identify the people you trust to fill the important estate planning roles and posts. Make sure you have discussed
any appointments in advance to ensure the trusted people are willing and able to undertake such roles.

7.

Review the estate plans and other documents prior to signing.

8.

Facilitate a meeting to formally sign off on the estate planning documents. Action any other updates and
requirements (e.g. superannuation beneficiary nomination forms).

A financial adviser is well placed to be able to guide clients through the process to ensure all angles are covered. This
can be achieved via the initial fact finding operation and through joint conversations and meetings.
Conclusion
It can take some effort to establish or review your estate plans. But this beats never drafting a plan at all. It’s
important to review or update your estate plans as situations change (e.g. marriage or divorce, experiencing a
significant financial change). Changes in financial circumstances can have an effect on your will and not updating it
can lead to ambiguity with regard to your wishes.

Disclaimer
This publication has been compiled by Entrust Wealth Management, a division of Euroz Hartleys Limited ABN 33
104 195 057 AFSL 230052.
This publication is current as at time of preparation. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future
performance. Any outlooks in this publication are predictive in character. Whilst every effort has been taken to
ensure that the assumptions on which the outlooks given in this publication are based are reasonable, the outlooks
may be based on incorrect assumptions or may not take into account known or unknown risks and uncertainties.
The results ultimately achieved may differ materially from our outlooks. Material contained in this publication is an
overview or summary only and it should not be considered a comprehensive statement on any matter nor relied
upon as such. The information and any advice in this publication do not take into account your personal objectives,
financial situation or needs and so you should consider its appropriateness having regard to these factors before
acting on it. This publication may contain material provided directly by third parties and is given in good faith
and has been derived from sources believed to be reliable but has not been independently verified. We are not
responsible for such material. To the maximum extent permitted by law: (a) no guarantee, representation or warranty
is given that any information or advice in this publication is complete, accurate, up-to-date or fit for any purpose;
and (b) neither Euroz Hartleys Limited, or its representatives, is in any way liable to you (including for negligence) in
respect of any reliance upon such information or advice. It is important that your personal circumstances are taken
into account before making any financial decision and we recommend you seek detailed and specific advice from
your adviser before acting on any information or advice in this publication. Any taxation position described in this
publication is general and should only be used as a guide. It does not constitute tax advice and is based on current
laws and our interpretation. You should consult a registered tax agent for specific tax advice on your circumstances.
For further information on any issue discussed in this publication, or on any financial matter, please contact your
adviser.

